
 
 

What this research is about 

Sports betting was essentially banned in the United 
States in 1992. In 2018, the legislation that banned 
sports betting was overturned. New and innovative 
ways to involve spectators in sports betting are now 
being introduced.  

A professional football league called XFL began 
playing in early 2020. During their 2020 season, XFL 
incorporated sports betting into the spectator 
experience. They did this by displaying live betting 
odds on-screen during XFL games.   

The aim of this study was to examine the effect of 
displaying live betting odds on-screen on XFL’s 
spectators. The researchers wanted to know if this 
technology affected spectator enjoyment of XFL 
games. They also wanted to know if it affected 
spectators’ intention to gamble.  

What the researchers did 

A total of 47 adults who were XFL spectators filled out 
several questionnaires online. Most of the 
participants were men (83%). The Gambling Intention 
(GI) scale assessed their intention to gamble in the 
future. The Personal Innovativeness in Information 
Technology (PIIT) scale measured their attitude 
towards new technologies. The Perceived Enjoyment 
(PE) scale assessed participants’ enjoyment of 
gambling. The Gambling Outcome Expectancies Scale 
(GOES) was used to measure the extent to which 
participants expect that gambling is exciting, that 
gambling is an escape from everyday life, and that 
gambling is a way to make money.  

The last scale assessed whether live on-screen betting 
odds were viewed positively by participants. It also 

assessed whether participants thought that live on-
screen betting odds could be problematic. The 
researchers also gathered information about each 
participant’s gender, age, income, and whether they 
or a friend had previously gambled on sports. 

The researchers analyzed the participants’ data using 
fuzzy-set qualitative comparative analysis. This type of 
analysis looks at the relationship between variables, 
or conditions, and a specific outcome. It assumes that 
the effect a condition has on an outcome is because 
of its relationship with other conditions. Conditions 
can combine in different ways to lead to the same 
outcome.  

The researchers used this analysis to determine 
necessary and sufficient conditions for an outcome. A 

What you need to know 

Betting odds displayed on-screen during sports 
events is a new technology being used in the 
United States. This technology was recently used 
during XFL games in the 2020 season. The aim of 
this study was to explore how this technology 
impacted spectator enjoyment. It also examined 
how this technology affected people’s intention to 
gamble. The researchers found several conditions 
that were sufficient to influence both spectator 
enjoyment and intention to gamble. A person’s 
perceived enjoyment of gambling was important 
for spectator enjoyment and intention to gamble. 
Expecting that gambling is exciting and using 
gambling to escape were also important for both 
outcomes. The researchers also found that as 
spectator enjoyment increased, so did intention to 
gamble.  
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necessary condition refers to a condition that must be 
present for an outcome to occur. A sufficient 
condition is one that can lead to an outcome either on 
its own or in combination with other conditions. In 
this study, the outcomes were spectator enjoyment 
and intention to gamble. The GI scale, the PIIT scale, 
the PE scale, and the GOES were used as conditions in 
the researchers’ analysis. 

What the researchers found 

There were no necessary conditions for increased 
spectator enjoyment. This means that none of the 
scales used represented something that must be 
present for spectators to enjoy XFL games.  

There were sufficient conditions for increased 
spectator enjoyment. The best combination of 
sufficient conditions was the combination of high 
scores on the PE scale (i.e., greater enjoyment of 
gambling), high scores of excitement on the GOES, 
and high scores of escape on the GOES. The 
combination of high scores on the PE scale, high 
excitement scores on the GOES, and high scores on 
the PIIT (i.e., more favourable attitudes towards new 
technologies) represented the second-best 
combination for increased spectator enjoyment.  

There were no necessary conditions for intention to 
gamble. This means that none of the scales used 
represented something that must be present for there 
to be an intention to gamble.  

There were three combinations of sufficient 
conditions for intention to gamble. The best 
combination was high scores on the PE scale, high 
scores on the excitement subscale of the GOES, and 
high scores on the escape subscale of the GOES. The 
second-best combination was high scores on the PE 
scale, high scores on the excitement subscale of the 
GOES, and high scores on the PIIT scale. The third-best 
combination was high scores on the PE scale, low 
perception of gambling as problematic, high scores on 
the excitement subscale of the GOES, and high scores 
on the money subscale of the GOES. 

The researchers also found that as spectator 
enjoyment increased, so did intention to gamble.  

How you can use this research 

This research can be used by gambling researchers 
who study sports betting. The technology underlying 
live on-screen betting odds is new and further 
research is required. This research would also benefit 
policy makers who regulate sports betting in the 
United States.   
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About Gambling Research Exchange (GREO) 

Gambling Research Exchange (GREO) has partnered 
with the Knowledge Mobilization Unit at York 
University to produce Research Snapshots. GREO is an 
independent knowledge translation and exchange 
organization that aims to eliminate harm from 
gambling. Our goal is to support evidence-informed 
decision making in safer gambling policies, standards, 
and practices. The work we do is intended for 
researchers, policy makers, gambling regulators and 
operators, and treatment and prevention service 
providers.  

Learn more about GREO by visiting greo.ca or emailing 
info@greo.ca.  
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